|-------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| 9:00 AM | AM 1 Welcome & Overview Keynote: Dr. Steve Crocker, ICANN SAFECODE Buyer’s Guide | AM1 Industry Practices  
• NIST Supply Chain Risk Management Research on Industry Best Practices, Jon Boyens, NIST  
• A Framework for Understanding Trustworthy Suppliers, Brian Cohen, IDA | AM1 Business Case WG - Cyber Insurance Discussion  
• Tom Finan, DHS (Invited)  
• David White, Axio Global |
| 10:30 AM Break |                                                                                      |                                                                                                                                                                                                                       | 10:30 AM Break                                                                                                                                               |
| 11 AM  | AM2 Acquisition WG -- Public Meeting on GSA Due Diligence RFI  
• Companies that do due diligence  
• Companies that use due diligence | AM2 Acquisition WG - EO 13636 Section 8e, Improving Cybersecurity And Resilience through Acquisition OEM Working Group and building a FAR Business Case | AM 2 Updates from Industry Practitioners  
• The Top 10 Things To Get Started With SCRM, Nadya Bartol, UTC  
• Implementation Guidance On Supply Chain For Implementers Of CSF, Dan Reddy, QCC OTTF’s  
• Security Assurance Considerations For Using Third Party Software, John Heimann, Oracle |
| 12:30 Lunch |                                                                                      |                                                                                                                                                                                                                       | 12:30 Lunch                                                                                                                                                 |
| 1:30 PM | PM 1 Acquisition WG -- Public Meeting on GSA Due Diligence RFI (Continued) | PM1 Acquisition WG -- Supply Chain Risk Scoring Systems: What would be in the scoring system? Suppliers, Services, Products (leveraging lesson learned with CVSS/CWSS)  
• Bob Martin, MITRE  
• Hart Rossman, UMD (Invited)  
• Sandy B, UMD | PM1 Testing for Digital Security Vulnerabilities: Underwriter’s Labs (UL) Efforts For Testing, Rating, and Labeling Software |
| 3:00 PM Break |                                                                                      |                                                                                                                                                                                                                       | 3:00 PM Break                                                                                                                                               |
| 3:30 PM | PM2 Trusted Identity and Information Sharing  
• TSCP Transportation Security Corporate Program (Invited)  
• Trusted Identity and Information Sharing in the DIB, Mike Waters, Booz Allen Hamilton  
Integrate Adaptive Cyber Defense  
• Interagency security automation efforts, Wende Peters, John Hopkins APL | PM2 Cybersecurity in Contract Clauses  
• NIST SP 800-171 Update and intended uses, Ron Ross, NIST  
• CIO Council Contract Clause Working Group, Adam Hughes, CIO Council (invited)  
• DHS standard clauses for high assurance programs, Joe Jarzombek, DHS | PM2 Mature Practices Ready for Use - Carol Woody, SEI CERT  
• Security Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE)  
• Security Engineering Risk Analysis (SERA)  
• Risk in the Software Supply Chain |